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Rick H

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Sig Sauer 1911 45 caliber nice looking firearm. I am not very happy with it, didn’t feel right to me. Tac Pac I didn’t like the holster I am a left handed it came with a right hand holster. 











Joshua K

on
02/26/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I really scored on this 1911 from Buds Gun Shop. The price was incredible, and the weapon is fantastic. One of the nicest shooting 1911’s I’ve put to the test. The tacpac is a good value for sure. Also, buds gun shop is the only place to buy firearms in my opinion. I wish the cash option didn’t take 5 days to clear a check, and a notice about that would be appreciated. But overall, another great buy! 











Kelly M

on
02/15/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Price and Value for what you get. This pistol shoots more smooth than any other 45 I've fired. Even a $1500 45 can't keep up. SHoots as soft as my 9mm Sig Sauer. Money well spent and a Life saver with some Hornaday Critical Defense rounds. Don't keep looking for something better, when the best is right here. Had this gun for 2 years now and finally decided to write my review. Not a single Failure to Feed, Fire or Extract. Just buy one and you won't regret it. 











Tim M

on
01/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I was a little leery about buying a Sig after reading some of the reviews but was impressed with this weapon. Put 100 rds of 230gr FMJ and 50 rds of 200gr lead RNFP thru it with no problems. Fit and finish were tight. Field stripped after use and did not find any burrs or unusual wear. A good package at a reasonable price. Would recommend to someone looking for an excellent weapon without paying a premium price. 











Kevin M

on
03/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent 1911, I like the ergo grips. Fired probably 1,000 rounds through it with out a hicup or glitch. I would recommend this TAC-PAC Combo to anyone. 











Austin C

on
03/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wonderful product from a fantastic company (Sig Sauer), and purchased from a terrific organization. The pistol itself is VERY well put together and is a solid, reliable, quality built piece. Dealing with Bud's for the first time was a pleasure, and I will be using them again in the future. 











Ricky S

on
02/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome pistol with a great package of extras. Have not taken it to the range yet but if it shoots like it should, I will love it. 











Ken B

on
02/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Can't beat a SIG. Love it. Buds is great. 











Jacob D

on
07/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is an awesome pistol! Just like the others that have placed a review on this gun it is very accurate out of the box and will shoot everything you put down the barrel. I put almost 300 rounds on the first go around on the range. I received this gun in less than a week, thank you Buds for your excellent service. No doubt I will be buying from you on my next gun purchase! 











Mariano N

on
06/07/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun was accurate right out of the box. Not a single malfunction since I got it and its been more than 2k rounds or JHP FMJ about half and half. I just bout a TacOps version which I believe is the same base gun with some upgrades like NS, skelotonized trigger, magwell etc. 











Simon W

on
05/25/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










First of all Buds was great. Now the gun. Sig did a very good job on this pistol, It was a nail driver right out of the box and Im no expert. No malfunction with plinking ammo or with some Hornady CD. Only issues I had was with the laser, complete junk, would have rather had night sites. Holster is ok for out at the range or out at the farm, nothing to do cartwheels over. All in all i would recomend it to a friend just not the package deal, if you want a laser get a surfire, crimson etc. and most gun lover will buy a after market holster anyhow. 











Wendell O

on
11/06/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










very nice gun. shoots real nice. fit and finish is nice. im not much of a laser person but i did want a rail in case apple comes out with a rail mounted mp3 player. this is a great deal at the price and i should of bought one sooner. since this was the 100 anniversary of 1911 i had to get one before the year was up and i am glad i chose this one. i thought about buying a cheaper 1911 but decided i would rather have something made in america. 











Richard B

on
10/26/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I can’t say enough good things about this weapon. Just got back from the range where I put 250 rounds thru it without a single hick-up, when all my buddies’ handguns were malfunctioning after the first 100 rounds. If you are on the fence about purchasing this gun my advice is to just do it. You will not be disappointed. 











Joshua N

on
10/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










WOW! For such a great price, this 1911 shoots like a dream! I've handled 9mm mostly, but when I ordered this .45 I was ready and expectant of the legend. I was in great surprise! This 1911 shoots just like any other would... accurate, clean, and comfortable. It comes with a laser attachment (my version atleast) and with an EZ loader... The stock magazines needed no cleaning, and they loaded fairly easily. After cleaning the gun (you should always clean and lubricate a gun before you shoot it for the first time) I was ready to take it to the range, and with hundreds of rounds so far, I have had NO problems. Absolutely NONE. Remeber, guns are not plug-and-play devices; you can't just use them right out the box. Proper maintenance will ensure you do not wear out parts prematurely or hurt yourself un-intentionally. It is tight in construction (infact everything is tight and well made), fieldstrips easily, and is beautiful (in a very classy sort of way). The finish is lasting well and is tasteful, and everything works the way it should. This gun is a heavy gun (which is great in my opinion) and I would say the advantages to that are many - one being it keeps your hands more steady (relax, it's an easy trigger pull) as apposed to polymer stocks (which aren't bad at all, but I prefer this one). I'm not a big fan of switching out the magazines with different aftermarket kinds, so any problems mentioned with misfeeding or jams in other reviews are probably because of aftermarket parts. Get those at your own risk... However, with a .45, it won't take many shots (probably just one) to stop the criminal or robber, so I'm not worried about hi-cap mags. I don't believe there is any need for any replacement parts on this weapon/pistol. Overall - Totally worth the money, and with Bud's, I will never buy retail again! All parts are built to spec, built to last, and with the Sig Sauer warranty, this pistol will definitely last. Go with factory mags, they work just fine. Case is sturdy, but lightweight, and the laser works exactly the way it should. The holster is great too, it will be perfect for concealed carry. Cons - If ANY (which I think there isn't overall), the stipple on the grips is a little touchy... I haven't thought too much about this yet, but if you don't want your hands to be super sore after a long shoot, I would suggest just sanding down the tips of the stippling (I don't think that affects the warranty, but don't hold me responsible!). But if you are patient, or just lazy like I am, I'm sure a few years of active use of this pistol will wear down the stipple to where most people would like it. Buds is super awesome with customer service (they actually understand English), and even though this is a gun review, I have to say Bud's is awesome. This was my first purchase, and you can bet there will be another one soon... 











Trent U

on
07/25/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First buds, transaction was great. My orders have always shipped quickly and painless. Second, fantastic firearm for the price especially with the accessories included. The laser alone from SIG is $80 plus and this isnt some cheapo laser from walmart, its quite nice. Holster is nice once adjusted for the pistol properly. Mags are of quality construction but i'm still wondering about the plastic mag follower? The gun is tight! the slide to frame fit looks to be hand fit (they claim they are). Brought it home and cleaned it as usual with a firearm thats NIB, I was a little qestionable as to why the gun was as dirty as it was, it had many signs that it had been fired(dirty feed ramp/carbon residue) while i'm well aware that many fire arms are test fired the gun was a little too dirty for my liking... Finally the range review, I only had enough time to fire 75 rounds(50 federal/20 LRN reloads/5 HP's) I did expierence 3 malfunctions but all three were with non factory mags(1 stove pipe/1 failure to feed with a CNC 10 round power mag) then one failure to chamber with a 47D--- all three with federal 230 FMJ. I expierenced zero issues with the factory mag's from SIG. Gun is accurate and shoots well, I was a little worried about the checkering being too aggressive but its was just fine(My TRP is a cheese grater). The hole gun feels like its made to stay in your hand, from the front and rear checkering to the grips the gun just stays put. So in the end i'm happy, after selling my POS Para and upgrading to this I cant complain. Hopefully the gun breaks in and runs as well as it should, if not it will be going back to SIG for a test run at their customer service. Thanks buds for having the best price on this firearm and just about everyother, will continue to do business with you even after the credit card issues from the past. 











Daniel J

on
07/10/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have been to the range with 60 rounds fired. 1 failure to chamber. Excellent workmanship, very tight fit on slide to frame(good thimg). Came as described and is a BEAUTIFUL 1911. Great price and THANKS Derek... 











Andrew S

on
06/23/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










For the price I cannot imagine a better firearm. After stripping off the factory gunk and re-lubricating it performed flawlessly. Two hundred rounds and I was shooting tighter groups than I ever have. This is even the first 1911 or .45 that I have used. Trigger pull is light and contrast sights are excellent. The laser designator is surprisingly good quality. Both magazines were a little tight but were not an issue feeding or loading. Comes with a speed loader, laser sight as stated above, two magazines, and a good holster, not that it is any good to a south paw like me, but good quality none the less. The firearm feels more comfortable to use and performs more intuitively than my XDM or any Glock that I have owned. If you are looking for a tactical 1911 that is perfectly accurate and performs flawlessly at a great price, Give this Sig a try. 











Michael H

on
04/14/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The price was great and sig accuracy and reliability are well known and there is plenty of gear included with this 1911. I did not understand why the transaction took over a week to complete, those who had fast shipping and great service from Bud's must of paid with a credit card. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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